
Instructions



ASSEMBLY  INSTRUCTIONS



The hub handle needs to be gently pressed down for the hinges to completely close.

This is a unique safety feature of the Romp & Roost   LUXE Play Yard.

1. Undo the mattress straps and set the mattress aside.

2. To open, press down on the center hub directly, the hinges will be opened automatically.

3. Place waterproof sheet on mattress by pulling mattress straps through the holes in the
sheet and the corresponding holes in the base of the play yard.

4. Secure straps to the underneath of play yard.

5. If using the waterproof sheet with the divider, zip sides and fasten all snaps.

6. If using the waterproof sheet without the divider, fasten the snaps on the panels together
so that no snaps are exposed.

If you have any questions, please email info@rompandroost.com or call us at 1-844 631-4578 and 
we will be happy to help. 
In addition, there is a video of assembly / disassembly on our website www.rompandroost.com

The key to your Romp & Roost   LUXE Net Play Yard opening is the hub handle in the middle. R

R



DISASSEMBLY  INSTRUCTIONS



The hub handle needs to be gently lifted and twisted to the right for the hinges to completely unlock  

This is a unique safety feature of the Romp & Roost   LUXE Play Yard.

If you have any questions, please email info@rompandroost.com or call us at 1-844 631-4578 and 
we will be happy to help. 
In addition, there is a video of assembly / disassembly on our website www.rompandroost.com

The key to your Romp & Roost   LUXE Net Play Yard closing is the hub handle in the middle. R

R

1. If using the waterproof sheet with the divider, unsnap, and unzip the sides to detach the sheet. Remove 
the sheet and set aside.

2. To close play yard, lift the hub handle and twist on the right side, then the play yard will be folded 
automatically.

3. Once your play yard is folded completely. Please set base in middle of mattress. Fold the mattress 
around the play yard and secure the straps.

4. Place in bag and carry to your next destination.
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